Who is SER?

What are the problems we are trying to solve?

How can MinEx CRC help?
This company has no strategy and crazy management; they are looking where no one else is looking.
Juniors make most discoveries

Average exploration time for a significant discovery is 12 years

On average 2.5 companies explored the property prior to discovery

Saxby: 12 years in April 2019 and SER is 4th company to explore...

BUT average cost ~US$200m and average drilling ~700,000m

Source: Richard Schodde, MinEx Consulting, October 2018

The 10-Year Vision for the National Drilling Initiative

The National Drilling Initiative is our once in a generation opportunity to take a collective ‘moonshot’!
Cheaper, faster, optimised drilling will be a game changer

Real time data at the rig will be a game changer

Large scale pre-competitive data acquisition and interpretation is essential to open up new terranes